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4th November 2009 
 
 
Mr. Carlos Bonilla 
Authorization & Evaluation Division 
Federal Communications Commission Laboratory 
7435 Oakland Mills Road 
Columbia, MD 21046 
 
Re: Form 731 Confirmation Number: EA254874 with FCC ID: AZ492FT7035 
 
Dear Mr. Bonilla; 
 
Motorola Inc., 8000 West Sunrise Boulevard, Fort Lauderdale, Florida, herein 
submits its response to the 2nd November 2009 for information in 
Correspondence Number 38281.  
 
Q1) Operating instructions mentions "FCC type acceptance"; "type acceptance" was 
renamed to "Certification" circa 1998 - for this and/or future filings please revise 
instructions exhibit accordingly  
 
R1)  The Users manual was updated to remove the words “FCC type acceptance”. 
See attachment. 
  
Q2) install/operating instructions indicate motorcycle mount option - if not in filing 
already please provide details about operating configuration and explain RF exposure 
compliance for motorcycle mount use  
 
R2)  The User Manual is a multiproduct manual and this 100 Watt radio does not 
have a Motorcycle option.  We do have a 15 Watt option for other FCC applications. 
  
Q3) Op. desc. includes the phrase "Application References -- Pursuant 2.1061" 
2.1061 is not in FCC rules - please explain and/or revise accordingly. 
  
R3) We have corrected a typo and replace it with 2.1031 
  
Q4) RF exposure exhibit uses term or abbreviation "EME" but does not appear to 
define it - please revise accordingly 
 
R4)  The MPE report has been revised to add the definition and abbreviation section.  
This section includes the definition for the abbreviation "EME". 
  
Q5) Please revise RF exposure exhibit to omit data for frequencies not allocated for 
FCC operations  
 
R5) The front cover of the MPE report has been revised to include the asterisk where 
part 90 is indicated, applicable frequency range for part 90, and note to indicate that 
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"MPE results outside of part 90 are not applicable for FCC compliance 
demonstration".   
  
Q6) MPE report Appdx D mentions "rms power" - "rms power" is not applicable for 
basic FCC part 90 compliance purposes; please revise accordingly In a purely 
resistive circuit a theoretical "rms power" may be held to be the equivalent heating 
effect of a DC power and can be deemed to be true power. In a circuit that consists 
of reactance as well as resistance the apparent power is greater than the true power 
(the vector difference between true power and apparent power is called reactive 
power). Unless any measuring system can be completely devoid of reactance then 
the measured power cannot be considered to be RMS power; it therefore becomes 
apparent that this parameter would be difficult to measure with any degree of 
accuracy at RF frequencies.  
 
R6) The MPE report, appendix D has been revised to change the "r.m.s. power" to 
"average power". 
  
Q7) Please provide a modified version of Fig2 from Appdx D with markups to show 
dimensional arrows same as shown in Appdx A 
 
R7) Figure 2 of the MPE report, appendix D, has been revised to show dimensional 
arrows. 
  
 
 
Sincerely, 
/s/ Mike Ramnath (signed) 
Manager, Regulatory Compliance 
Email: Mike.Ramnath@motorola.com 
 
 
 


